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Security Issues in Ambulatory Wireless 

Sensor Networks (AWSN):  
Security Vs Mobility
Drake Patrick Mirembe and Maybin Muyeba

This paper presents a high level design of  a typical Ambulatory Wireless Sensor Network (AWSN) 
and it security requirements. It presents a theoretical analysis of  the effects of  mobility and dynamism 
of  nodes in relation to the delivery of  (authentication, reliability, data freshness, and integrity) services 
by routing protocols. The analysis focuses on Ariadne protocol and uses the Random-Way Point as 
the mobility model. The delivery of  security services is modeled in terms of  packet delivery ratios, 
link re-connections, and end-to-end delays. The logical analysis reveals that, the rate of  node mobility 
and dynamism affects the delivery of  security services. The paper concludes with the emerging research 
directions, which form the basis of  the future work. Note that this is work in progress.

1. Introduction
Globally there is a growing need to improve access to quality healthcare services. As a 
result, a number of  research groups are exploring ways of  integrating wireless sensor 
technologies in the delivery of  health care services. Notable projects include CodeBlue 
[Shnayder et al. 2005], MobiHeath [MobiHealth 2008], and MyHeart Project [Phillips 
2008]. The desire to develop ambulatory sensor technologies is fueled by growing 
populations and the increase in natural disasters in recent years [Cred 2008]. In disaster 
emergency response, the need for reliable information acquisition, processing and 
dissemination technologies is an important component in the response strategy and 
overall case management. The availability or unavailability of  patient physiological data 
can mean either saving a life or losing it. These have been the driving force behind the 
development of  wireless medical sensor networks in general.

In the Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) research community, the phrase “Medical 
Sensor Network” has been widely used to describe wearable wireless sensors, but we 
find the concept restrictive as it does not embrace other mobile devices like PDA’s that 
interface which Wireless Sensors (WS). Thus, in this research a term “Ambulatory WSN” 
is coined to refer to an integral system of  wireless (mobile or/and fixed) sensors and 
interface terminals (like PDAs) that enable care providers to monitor the physiological 
status of  a patient. 

Until recently, research on MSN or simply AWSN has focused on making the 
technologies work at the expense of  security and reliability. AWSN areas that have 
received a lot of  attention include; stimuli acquisition and analysis [MobiHealth 2008; 
Phillips 2008 and Shnayder et al. 2005], reliable power supply [Muneeb et al. 2006 and  
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Shnayder et al. 2005], and optimization of  communication protocols [Jamal and Kamal 
2004; Intanagonwiwat et al. 2003; Walters at al. 2006 and Yu et al. 2001]. Nevertheless, 
security of  sensor networks in general has attracted a lot of  attention [Karlof  et al. 
2004; Krishna et al.2006; Lorincz et al 2004; Sastry and Wagner 2004 and Warren et 
al. 2005], and a number of  interesting security oriented protocols have been proposed 
including; SPINS [Perrig et al. 2002], INSENS [Deng et al. 2006], SAR [Seung et al. 
2001], and Tiny Sec [Karlof  et al.2004]. 

Note that, most of  the current WSN security oriented protocols have focused on 
securing data generated and disseminated by static WSN. In theory, static WSN face 
different threats compared to mobile sensor networks like AWSN. The chances of  
compromising AWSN are increased by the mobility and dynamism of  nodes. Therefore, 
there is need to develop new approaches such as those proposed in [Kambourakis et al 
2008 and Ng et al.2006].

The rest of  this paper is organized as follows; Section 2 presents an abstract scenario 
of  the application and Section 3 discusses the effects of  mobility on the delivery of  
security services by Ariadne protocol [Yih-Chun et al. 2002]. Section 4 presents the 
emerging issues and concludes the paper with future research directions.

2.  Abstract Scenario
To help the reader visualize the application domain, an abstract scenario of  various 
components of  the service and key use case transactions are presented in Figure 2. The 
set-up described in figure 2 is based on a number of  design decisions about AWSN 
service. Although most of  the design decisions are based on user requirements, some 
are purely based on the perceived future deployment environment. 

Fig 2: Abstract Scenario
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Imagine a set-up where small light weight wireless sensors are attached to mobile objects 
under observation (e.g. patients in a disaster area or animals in a zoo). In such a set-up, 
care providers can use mobile terminals like PDA’s, Smart phones or Laptops to read 
data from wireless sensors attached to the object over a wireless interface like Zigbee 
[Zigbee-Alliance 2008]. For the deployment model described above, the following 
design decision must hold;

1. Assume that objects under observation occupy a vast area, perhaps hundreds if  
not thousand of  square meters.

2. That the effective communication range of  wireless sensors is short (say 
<10m).  

3. That network nodes are heterogeneous (consists of  high performance and low 
performance nodes)

4. Nodes in the network obey the random mobility model. 
5. Wireless sensor nodes far from mobile terminals (sink node) must relay their 

data over a mesh like network in order for their data to reach the intended 
recipients.

6. It is assumed that both Sender and Receiver nodes are mobile or one of  them 
mobile and the other fixed.

7. Care Providers are envisioned to carry mobile terminals that can share data on 
peer-to-peer scheme, hence forming a MANET.

8. Wireless sensors can be lost. 
9. The broadcast domain is assumed to be a natural environment with 

abstractions. 
10. Sensors and Mobile terminals can not be trusted
11. Sensors deployed in the abstract scenario are assumed not to have tamper 

resistant hardware. 
12. The communication model between nodes is multi cast;

i. Sensor to Sensor
ii. Sensor to Base Station (high performance device e.g. PDA)
iii. Base Station to Sensor
iv. Base Station to Base Station

In a typical disaster emergency response [Tia Gao et al. 2008], multiple care providers 
could be roaming over the field in which patients under observation are resting. As 
they move about in the field, their mobile terminals scan the environment at a certain 
frequency, locate wireless sensors, establish connections, download data, correlate and 
analyze it. Sensors relay their data to the mobile terminals either;

1. When an interesting event occurs
2. Periodically 
3. Or when queried by users (mobile terminal requests). 
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In the emergency response deployment, patients are constantly being transferred 
from locations where they are resting to points of  care, hence inducing mobility of  
sensor nodes as well. The fluidity of  the network and the random mobility of  nodes 
make securing data collected and relayed by nodes in the field difficult. Moreover the 
scenario could have multiple response teams, with no prior communication knowledge; 
hence the need for an ad hoc trust management scheme based on sound security 
protocols.

When long range wireless communication technologies like GPRS become available 
in the operation field, mobile terminals can then relay the correlated data to the 
response center server. While at the center, the data can be integrated in the general 
care management information system for future references.

2.1.  Security Requirements

To understand the security requirements of  a service, it is imperative to first identify the 
key stakeholders and assets that may need protection. The key stakeholders of  AWSN 
service include; patients, care providers, technology suppliers and the authority. While 
key assets include; application data (sensor readings), control packets, wireless sensors, 
sensor application programs, mobile terminals, and cryptographic keys. Based on the 
above background, the following are the security requirements for the AWSN service;

1. Guarantee of  reliability and availability of  the service
2. Maintenance of  authenticity of  nodes and data
3. Preservation of  integrity of  data
4. Preservation of  privacy of  users and their data and
5. Authenticity of  patients

In general all stakeholders are interested in the reliability of  service. Patients would like to 
be assured that correct data about their physiological status is being reliably received by 
authentic care providers. While care providers and technology suppliers would not like 
to be litigated for failure of  the technology and the authority is interested in quality of  
service. During the delivery of  service, the care providers are interested in authenticity 
of  data, an assurance that the readings on their screens are from patients they are 
interested in, NOT from fraudulent objects. Besides authenticity of  data, patients and 
the authority are also interested in the preservation of  patient privacy as recommended 
in the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of  1996 (HIPAA) [US Gov. 
2008]. All these requirements make the design and development of  security protocols 
for AWSN a must have for successful deployment of  the service.

 2.2.  Where to Deploy Security Services

Ambulatory Wireless Sensor Networks are unique from ordinary Mobile Ad Hoc 
Networks (MANET) in terms of  device configuration, user requirements, deployment 
architectures, variety of  technologies integrated,  and nature of  service provisioning 
among others. Therefore, the application of  conventional MANET security mechanisms 
to secure AWSN services may not be applied unswervingly without modifications. 
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Hence two approaches have emerged in  recent years;
1. Adaption of  existing MANET security protocols to AWSN
2. Development new protocols to carter for the emerging needs and constrains of  

AWSN.

Whichever approach one chooses to follow, the fundamental question is at what level in 
the communication stack should security be enforced? Researchers for various reasons 
have made different preferences and each preference has a benefit and a cost.

In general, network and medium access implementation of  security mechanisms are 
preferred because of  their support of  in-network. In-network processing is common in 
AWSN as it forms a basis of  data aggregation. Deploying security mechanisms at lower 
layers help mitigate attacks before they can consume significant network resources. 
While researchers advocating upper layer security deployment (application layer) argue 
that, it is less expensive to implement, since it does not constrain mandatory processing 
of  security services by lower layers.  From Section 2 it is clear that AWSN integrates 
high performance devices (e.g., PDAs) and resource constrained devices like the MicaZ 
motes; thus security protocols defined for ordinary MANETS [MANETS WG 2008] 
e.g., Ariadne [Yih-Chun et al. 2002] could be scaled down to deliver security services in 
resource constrained motes as well, hence the motivation to focus on Ariadne. Besides, 
the choice of  Ariadne was influenced by the fact that the protocol is built to work in 
dynamic ad hoc networks like AWSN. To our knowledge, until now Ariadne is the most 
comprehensive proposal for secure routing in mobile ad hoc networks like AWSN. 
Since Ariadne is based on Dynamic Source Routing protocol (DSR) [Johnson 1994] 
and TESLA [Perrig et al. 2002], its good to assume its effectiveness largely depends on 
efficient integration of  the two modules. Note that the effectiveness of  a routing protocol 
also depends on a Medium Access Control (MAC) layer protocols like MMAC [Ali et 
al. 2005], key management scheme, choice of  cipher, and reliable time synchronization 
scheme.
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Table 1:  Where to implement security services

Communication 
Layer

Nature of  protocol Merits Demerit

Application Authentication and 
Authorization

Only applied on 
Demand. 

Delay in processing, 
& increased power 
consumption

Network Encryption, 
Reputation Schemes, 
Identity management 
and Authorization 

Supports End-to End 
security
Enforces baseline 
security

Increases power 
consumption,  does 
not support in-
network processing 
like continuation 
programming 

Media Access Time Synchronization, 
Dynamic Media 
Access, Error 
corrections  

Supports in-network 
processing(A link 
layer security 
mechanism can detect 
unauthorized packets 
when they are first 
injected onto the 
network)

Provides generic 
security services  not 
specific to individual 
application needs

Physical Spread-Spectrum and 
Priority Messaging

Resistant to 
jamming, fading and 
eavesdropping

High energy costs, 
constrained, limited 
frequency domain 

3. Effects of  Mobility on Performance of   Ariadne Protocol
Ariadne is a demand driven secure ad hoc routing protocol that is built on two protocols; 
(1) Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [Johnson and Maltz 1996] for routing and (2) 
Timed Efficient Stream Loss-tolerant Authentication (TASLA) [Perrig et al. 2002] for 
authentication. Although Ariadne protocol can use other forms of  authentication like 
Message Authentication Code (MAC) [Pfleeger and Pfleeger 2003] and Digital Signatures 
[Pfleeger and Pfleeger 2003; Tilborg 2003], the default scheme is TESLA. The TASLA 
authentication scheme uses delayed disclosure of  the shared key to achieve asymmetric 
cryptography over symmetric cryptography. The design goals of  Ariadne protocol can 
be summarized as follows;

1. Perform basic routing tasks, i.e.;
i. Route establishment
ii. Route maintenance

2. Perform node identity management
3. Preserve the integrity of  packages and
4. Be efficient

Since secure routing in theory refers to secure establishment and maintenance of  
communication links, the following subsections highlight the operations of  Ariadne 
protocol in that regard.
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3.1. Basic Ariadne route discovery 

The Ariadne route discovery scheme is built on DSR route discovery protocol. During 
the route discovery phase, a Sender node S wishing to establish a connection with a 
Destination node D, prepares a route request packet. The packet contains eight fields: 
<Route Request, initiator, target, id, time interval, hash chain, node list, and MAC list>.  The 
initiator refers to the address of  the Sender while the target refers to the address of  
the Destination. Every route request initiated by the Sender must be tagged with and 
“id”, this parameter is used for accountability purposes. Because the Ariadne protocol 
relays on TESLA to provide authentication, which itself  uses delayed disclosure of  
symmetric keys to achieve asymmetric cryptography, the sender of  the route request 
defines the upper bound delay interval T, in which it expects keys to be revealed. The 
node list which is initially empty is updated by intermediate nodes along the path of  the 
request by appending their names, same holds for MAC list. When an intermediate node 
receives a route request packet, first it checks if  it is the intended destination, if  it is not, 
it checks from its local table the matching pair of  initiator and request id. If  it sees the 
value in the local table, the node discards the packet. Otherwise, it checks if  the time 
interval is valid, if  not valid, the node discards the packet as well. If  the packet passes 
the above two tests, the node appends its own address on the node list in the packet, 
computes a new hash chain and MAC, appends the initial and id values of  the request 
into local table, and rebroadcasts the packet. 

On receiving the packet, the destination node first checks the validity of  the request, 
by determining whether the time interval of  the keys specified is valid, and that the hash 
chain in the packet must be equal to 

H [nn ,H [. .. ,H [n�, MAC KSD
�Sender,Dest,id,time-interval�.. .]]]

Where ni is the node address in the node list at position i  in the request packet? The route 
reply packet has the structure: <Route Reply, initiator, target, id, time-interval, node list, MAC list, 
target MAC, key list>. The target, initiator, time-interval, node list, MAC list fields are set to the cor-
responding values in the route request packet. 

3.2.  Basic Ariadne route maintenance

When an Ariadne intermediate node forwards a packet to the next hop along the source 
route, returns an error to the original sender if  it is unable to deliver the packet after a 
limited number of  retransmission attempts. A route error packet in Ariadne contains 
six fields <Route Error, initiator, receiving address, time-interval, error MAC, and recent TESLA 
key>.  The initiator is the node which has encountered the error; the receiving address 
is the node which the intermediate node failed to reach when attempting to forward 
the packet. The time-interval is the TESLA link latency time and the error MAC is the 
hash of  all fields in the error packet computed using the most recent TESLA key of  the 
intermediate node encountering the error. Finally the node must define the destination 
address which is the address of  the original sender of  the packet. The error packet is 
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forwarded towards the destination as the normal packet which each intermediate node 
performing node packet and key validation before forwarding the packet towards the 
destination. The destination processes the error packet the same way it processes the 
route request, except the processing node it does not have to generate reply. The only 
action it takes is to remove the route from its cache memory. 

3.3.  Mobility Vs Security Services

This section presents a logical analysis of  Ariadne the security mechanism. The analysis 
focuses on the impact of  mobility of  nodes and the fluidity of  the network on the 
delivery of  security services of  Authentication, Integrity, Reliability, Confidentiality, 
Message freshness and Non-repudiation. 
3.3.1.		 Mobility	Vs	Authentication

Hypotheses: 
Authentication can only be maintained if  the average end-to-end link delay does not 
exceed a certain threshold value.

Explanation:
Let a Packet P take n seconds to travel from Node A to B. If  the global upper bound 
packet delay between Node A and B is q seconds, called threshold value, P will be 
dropped if  n > q. If  P was an authentication packet, the authentication protocol will 
have failed, since credentials will not have been shared among protocol principles. Let 
Nodes move at a constant speed S, and let the relative distance between node A and 

B be D, then from ( ) ( )
( )TTime

DDistance=SSpeed  , we have 
S
D=T , if   qT > then authentication 

will fail because of  lack of  freshness of  the authentication packet. Thus, authentication 
can only be maintained if  the delay does not exceed the threshold value of  q . Since 

nodes in AWSN application move at a random speed, it is had to maintain q  for 
all connections. Thus, a good number of  authentication requests for AWSN service 
running Ariadne will fail. Note that Ariadne relies heavily on time synchronization to 
authenticate both packets and nodes, because of  mobility in the network and dynamism 
of  nodes i.e., the rate of  node joining and leaving, it is our conclusion that a large 
number of  authentication requests will fail. In Ariadne, there is another key requirement, 
the loose time synchronization scheme.
3.3.2.		Mobility	Vs	Reliability

Hypothesis:

Since Ariadne depends on DSR and TESLA as the base protocols, it inherits the 
limitations of  the two

Explanation:

One of  the drawbacks of  DSR is that it lacks a mechanism to repair broken links 
locally, thus route cache information may sometimes result into inconsistencies 
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during the route reconfiguration as new nodes join the network while others leave, 
besides changing their physical locations. Note that Ariadne requires every packet be 
authenticated before being processed, this requirement is not ideal for AWSN where 
there is high mobility and node dynamism because the link connection setup delay is 
higher than in ordinary lookup table protocols. Also due to source routing scheme and 
TESLA, the sender  must know the whole route information and the cost of  knowing 
this information is propositional to the route path length and it often times takes time 
to build, which by nature of  mobility it may be absolute when it is received by the 
source as new information. Therefore, while DSR may perform well in static and low-
mobility environments, its performance degrades rapidly with increasing mobility and 
node dynamism. We anticipate high package delays and low package delivery ratio for 
the following reasons

1. Nodes  changes location information at a relatively high frequency
2. Node join and leave the network at random 
3. Authentication of  all packets in the network by TESLA  increases delays and 

for long routes results into low rate of  packet deliver as packet are dropped 
along the path because of  delayed arrival 

4. Ariadne has no mechanisms to mitigate replay attacks by compromised nodes
5. In a highly dynamic and mobility network, it is difficult to maintain time 

synchronization signature in the bounds defined for TESLA to remain 
effective.

3.3.1.			 Mobility	and	dynamics	Vs	Non-repudiation

Hypothesis:

Since the authentication protocol for Ariadne relies on a receiver’s ability to determine 
the senders keys, which are already published based on the loose time synchronization 
between the two nodes. Then if  the two nodes are not well synchronized, it will be 
had for the receiver to verify senders keys and hence to enforce non-repudiation of  
entities. 

Explanation:

In digital security non-repudiation refers to a service that provides proof  of  the origin 
and sometime integrity of  data or packet. Mobility and dynamism issues in AWSN make 
the verification of  message source and sometimes integrity of  data difficult. 
3.3.2.			 Mobility	Vs	Confidentiality,	freshness	and	data	integrity

In AWSN it is difficult to maintain the freshness of  all messages in the network particularly 
for the application we envision in this research. According to the operations of  Ariadne 
protocol, two types of  packets are transmitted on the network, i.e., application datagram’s 
and control packets. The challenge of  keeping these packets confidential lies in the key 
management framework. Since node join and leave the network at random and these 
nodes might have prior knowledge of  each other, then we assume it difficult for Ariadne 
protocol to guarantee confidentiality of  data.  About integrity, since intermediate nodes 
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perform data aggregation from multiple nodes, we will investigate if  it is possible to 
maintain sound message integrity in such an environment.

4. Emerging Security Issues and Conclusions
Our preliminary work has revealed a couple of  emerging research directions.  According 
to [Kambourakis et al. 2008 and Muneeb et al. 2006] the sensor network research 
community has ignored at least until now the effects of  mobility on the delivery of  
security services.  As highlighted in Section 1, most efforts to secure WSN have focused 
on designing solutions for static networks not the highly mobile heterogeneous network 
we envision in this research. In theory, mobility of  nodes complicates bandwidth 
utilization because of  too many link re-connections. The excessive re-connections do 
not only raise routing overheads, but they also raise concerns about fairness, packet 
delays, authentication, authorization and accountability and the overall reliability of  
service.  

Consequently, whoever is designing a secure protocol for AWSN must investigate 
the effects of  mobility and network dynamism on authentication, authorization, 
accountability, identity management, reliability, key management and time synchronization 
schemes?  We are also fully aware that robust security does not only depend on sound 
security protocols, but it also on sound user ethic. We will discuss other factors that 
affect optimal deployment of  security controls in our future works. The following are 
some of  the emerging research directions from our preliminary investigation which 
form the core of  our immediate future research direction;

1. Doe’s mobility and dynamism of  nodes affect how ARIADNE protocol delivers 
its security services?

2. How reliable is MMAC protocol with increasing mobility and density of  
nodes?

3. Considering mobility and network dynamism, what would be the optimal layer 
in the communication stack to implement security services?

4. How can we best address concerns about user privacy in AWSN?
5. How can we efficiently manage identities of  nodes and objects being 

monitored?
6. How can we efficiently manage cryptographic keys in such a dynamic and 

resource constrained environment?

This is so much work in progress, in the next stage we are going to simulate hypothesizes 
in Section 3, with NS 2 network simulator to generate empirical results and validate 
theories concerning the effects of  mobility on delivery of  security services. We also plan 
to analyze the authentication properties of  Ariadne using AVISPA, a tool for analyzing 
security protocols.  Also a new secure routing protocol for AWSN will be proposed, 
and have its performance analyzed. Besides, technical consideration of  security analyze 
user behaviors which might affect optimal deployment of  security protocols in AWSN 
but concerns about optimal data acquisition by sensors are out of  the scope of  our 
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immediate future work. We believe our work will contribute to the understanding and 
development of  optimal security and privacy enhancing techniques for AWSN which 
are vital for the adaption and deployment of  AWSN services.
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